LEAVES—SUMMER 2018
The Newsletter of the Epping Forest Conservation Volunteers
Please send any comments or contributions to the editor, Mark Solomons, at msolomons@msn.com

To see this newsletter online and in full colour, visit http://www.efcv.co.uk
The website also provides more information on tasks and events, campaigns and forest news.
For information regarding EFCV contact Brian McGhie (01992 573514) or Kevin Mason (020 8529 9273)/ efcv2@yahoo.co.uk

Dates for your diary - AGM and more: see inside for full details

Epping Forest is enjoyed by almost everyone
who uses the woodland, plains and other open
spaces for formal and informal recreation.

converting overgrown coppice into pollards
makes sense to me. If anyone would like a
copy of the paper, please let me know.

The exceptions are those who abuse the
Forest. Chief abusers are without doubt, fly
tippers. The car parks throughout the forest
are favourite sites for such abuse, but the most
favoured, or probably most convenient place for
dumping rubbish is Wanstead Flats.

Last Sunday’s task at Birch Wood brought back
memories for me.

The autumn issue of Forest Focus last year
highlighted five successful prosecutions of
persons connected with fly tipping on the Flats.
As a regular visitor there, I see the scale of
rubbish dumping for myself.
Why Wanstead Flats? Probably because it is
the southernmost point of the forest and
surrounded by more people than any other
part. Singing skylarks don’t seem to mind. It’s
the loose dogs that are a danger to them,
despite polite signs requesting dog walkers to
keep their charges on leads during the nesting
season.
I was pleased to read in the spring issue of
Forest Focus that the Forest has a “Duck
Champion Project Officer”.

The main role is to increase awareness of the ill
effects to waterfowl of feeding them with bread.
An excellent idea and a good use of City of
London Community funding. I personally think
that first class signage would be an even better
idea. Perhaps a red cross overlapping a slice
of bread. Stopping the public throwing bread to
the ducks is likely to prove a very difficult task.
The rats won’t like it for a start!
I recently read a paper by two brazen heretics,
as they describe themselves, Tim Little and
Pete Byfield and found it to be a revelation.
They put forward the suggestion that pollarding
in Epping Forest was a Tudor innovation and
until then, coppicing was the rule with
disciplined enclosure of coppices after cutting.
I have often been puzzled by the closeness of
small groups of pollards to each other and the
possibility of commoners in Tudor times

I vaguely remember working there for the first
time many years ago, in fact it might have been
in the late 1980s, though I could be mistaken.
Anyway, the reason I remember the occasion is
because it was the first time that I saw an
adder, in fact there were two of them.
Fantastic! Unfortunately, no snakes have been
recorded at this site for some years, but with
your hard work and the correct management,
the little beauties may return.
Return or migrate from where, I hear you ask!
It’s a long way for a snake to crawl from the
Furze Ground and even further from Long
Running, with a busy Jack’s Hill road to cross!
The fact that the Forest is divided up by busy
roads is obviously dangerous for all sorts of
wildlife, big and small, from toads during early
spring moving to breeding ponds, to deer
chasing each other during the autumn rut. Not
to mention cyclists all year round! The proximity
of northeast London, Loughton and the M11/
M25 junction do the Forest and the creatures
living within it no favours. Pity.
Brian McGhie

THE LINGERING IMPACT OF THE STORM OF ‘87
On the night of October 15th, 1987, a great gale
swept across parts of the UK leaving poor old
Michael Fish red faced. Strong winds travelled up
the English Channel and unexpectedly turned left.
Reaching between 70-80 knots in places, they
battered several counties including Essex.
Being on the edge of the gale’s path, Epping
Forest did not suffer as badly and lost relatively
few trees. Many were old beeches which would
probably have fallen over in the next few years.
The soil was saturated and trees were still in full
leaf which meant their branches acted like sails.

same direction but most fell between compass
points NNW and east with no one reason for
falling. Those with thicker trunks and larger
crowns were unable to withstand the force of the
wind and were blown down and those with thinner
trunks and less well-developed crowns, were able
to withstand the winds and survived.

Beech which suffered seemed to have very
shallow root plates, mostly less than half a metre
and would have been very unstable in high winds.
Waterlogged soil may have played a part and
many were top heavy. Only 15 oaks fell but many
Along the easy access path at High Beach are the suffered wind damage to their crowns.
remains of a fallen, old pollarded oak which split Hornbeams appeared to be less prone to
apart that night. Half fell across the path and its windthrow. The winds which blew that night were
branches were removed leaving its massive trunk. vortex winds – there are stories of trees in
The other half retained enough of its root plate Wanstead being corkscrewed out of the ground.
and several new stems have grown from it as the The storm reminded people of the power of nature
picture below shows and is a good example of the and the importance of trees. These studies nailed
slow rate of decay and resilience of fallen trunks. once and for all the concept of mature trees
having a long tap root! Roots of trees fan out from
the base of the trunk to anchor the tree in the
ground. Since then, other strong winds have
damaged or uprooted trees. As the climate
becomes less stable, it is likely these episodes will
become more frequent. Veteran pollarded
beeches in Epping Forest are especially
vulnerable. Many are top heavy and struggling to
survive, with little space for roots to expand and
the influence of their supporting fungi may be
compromised. For far too long the health of the
soil has been neglected and attention must be
given to ensuring conflicts between the
Shortly after the storm John Wood and Neil recreational use of open spaces and the health of
the trees and other vegetation is considered in
Crawford, of the Epping Forest Countryside Unit,
based at the Field Centre, surveyed windthrown future management plans. Well protected roots of
trees in a strip of forest 100m wide Claypit Hill to trees are vital, and they should be cushioned
Birch Hall Farm to find out why certain trees fell against compaction and physical damage.
while others nearby remained standing.

The underground connections between fungi and
tree roots are fragile and easily damaged by dry
conditions and compaction. Ideally an extensive
root zone round all trees should be protected by a
thick mulch of rotting leaf mould and people
should be educated to respect the value of trees.

Along this transect 160 trees were windthrown out
of a population of 4,900 - 3.26% in total. Of these
87 were birch, 50 beech, 15 oak and 8 hornbeam.
Interesting facts emerged. Fallen trees were no
more exposed to the gale than those left standing
and it wasn’t always the tallest trees which fell - *By Tricia Moxey and based on notes
nearly half the fallen trees were shorter than compiled by Paul Moxey after the storm.
standing neighbours. They didn’t all fall in the

Our volunteers are an eloquent bunch. One of our regulars, Luke Turner,
recently penned this piece for the magazine Time Out. We reproduce it here
with his kind permission. Luke also took the lovely cover photo of Baldwin’s
Hill at dawn.
I walk stiffly out of the woods, feeling the twinges in my arms and legs, Around
me, the dark steals through the trees like water. It conspires to drown the mind
with ancient fears of woodland.

It’s the end of the day with the the Epping Forest Conservation Volunteers. With
chat about the fortunes of West Ham and beekeeping, we hacked and sawed at
the choked undergrown, felling beech saplings, stubborn holly, flimsy silver
birch, piling the wood on a fire that scored the sky with a pillar of flame. It will
take days now to cool.
The forest has been there longer than London and will outlive the city, but for
the last thousand years its ecosystem has been held in delicate balance by
human hands. To cut and burn the forest brings light to the mulch on its floor
which, paradoxically, makes it a place to which wildlife might return and thrive.
It’s also the best exercise I know; splinters, scraps and aches create a connection
that dissolves nocturnal fears of the woods in darkness.
Back in the forest behind me the fire is still burning, a circle of dying flames and
embers on the cold of the winter floor. I’ll go to sleep tonight imagining the
smoke rising through the spidering tendrils of naked winter branches,
silhouetted against the distant glow of
London.

*Left: Luke’s piece as it appeared in
Time Out earlier this year.
Editor’s note: Forest Leaves would
love to hear from anyone interested
in providing contributions of this
nature. You don’t have to mention
West Ham! Please contact me at the
address on the front cover.

PAT WEBB
Last year we lost our friend and longserving member Pat Webb. In her will
she left £500 to be spent, in the words
of her son, Michael, to help the EFCV
‘do more of your fantastic work’. Our
toolman Peter Vaughan pays tribute.

“Pat Webb was a loyal, hardworking member of our group. We
were pleased to see Pat walk
round towards the tool store with a
smile and envied her stamina
when she left at the end of the day
- off to cook Sunday dinner for the
family. It must have been good
because husband Bob was always
there to pick her up!”

MOOS IN BRIEF: EPPING BUTTER
Epping is famous for its forest of course, along with Dick Turpin, TV presenter Ben Shephard (he was born there) and, er, the end of the Central
Line. But did you know it was once also home to some of the finest BUTTER in the kingdom?
Here is an extract from Essays on the Management of the Dairy by Josiah
Twamley in 1916:
“Some counties or districts are particularly celebrated for the excellent
quality of their butter. The Epping butter is most highly esteemed in London and its neighbourhood; great part of it is made from cows, which feed
during the summer months, in Epping Forest, where the leaves and shrubby plants are understood greatly to contribute to its superior flavour. The
remainder of what is called Epping butter, is made in the county of Essex,
in which the Forest is situated: it is not distinguishable, in appearance,
from the genuine Epping butter, both sorts being made up for market in
long rolls, weighing a pound each.”

SUMMARY OF TASKS - 1st January to 6th May, 2018
Monday, 1st January Gas Ride
Kevin Mason & Spencer Cleminson (11 volunteers)
We cleared bramble and dog rose entangling the
scrub, removed a small, previously coppiced oak and
elder plus standard willow and birch leaving the site
very open with hornbeam and hawthorn coppice.
Sunday, 7th January, Swaines Green
Brian McGhie & Ralph Boswell (25)
Continuing from our December 10th task, we removed
blackthorn to help open up the footpaths and rides,
cut down small willows and coppiced three medium
hazel.
Tuesday, 16th January, Furze Ground
Brian McGhie & Spencer Cleminson (15)
An important heathland site, we removed bramble and
birch which have been invading the area.
Sunday, 21st January, Jericho Plain
Brian McGhie & Neil Redgwell (25)
The first of two consecutive tasks, thinning out
oak and birch saplings but leaving the area’s
wild service trees.
Sunday, 28th January, Lords Bushes/Jericho
Plain
Peter Smith & Ruth Moore (18)
We continued to open up the woodland ,
clearing out growth beneath the mature trees
and removed the overhanging growth next to
the drainage ditch.
Sunday, 4th February, Gernon Bushes
Brian McGhie & Peter Smith (16)
On our regular visit to this Essex Wildlife Trust
reserve we removed and burnt holly and birch.
Tuesday, 13th February, Long Running
Peter Smith & Tim Charge (7)
Keeping away from possible reptile hibernation
sites, we removed tall silver birch saplings and
clumps of holly and kept the tools dry by
building a bivouac!
Sunday, 18th February, Long Running
Peter Smith & Tim Charge (9)
Continuing to make progress from the previous
Tuesday we cleared more silver birch saplings

and holly from the heath. The northern edge is now
clear of all scrub growth.
Sunday, 25th February, Fairmead Bottom
Ralph Boswell & Ruth Moore (22)
We removed a strand of aspen trees on the eastern
edge and some more from the southern end.
Sunday, 4th March, Deershelter Plain
Brian McGhie & Neil Redgwell (15)
Working at the southern end of the site we removed as
many small birch as we could and pollarded other
trees.
Tuesday, 13th March, Fairmead Bottom
Peter Vaughan & Pat McFarlane (11)
A last minute change of venue, as Cuckoo Pits was
waterlogged, saw us continue the task started two
weeks ago, clearing aspen around mature oaks.
*Below - before and after shots from our Long
Running task on February 18th. Pictures taken by
Peter Smith.

Sunday, 18th March, Barn Hoppitt/River Ching
Brian McGhie & Tim Charge (7)
In freezing weather with snow on the ground, we
cleared scrub, holly and blackthorn from the banks of
the Ching to create a flight path for bats from roosts
in old pollards to feeding grounds on Whitehall Plain.
*A haloed oak from our River Ching task.
Picture by Kevin Mason

Tuesday, 10th April, Swaines Green
Brian McGhie & Spencer Cleminson (16)
Continuing work begun in January, we opened up
glades and rides by removing mainly blackthorn.
Sunday, 15th April, Gas Ride
Kevin Mason & John Fisher (10)
First of two tasks to coppice hawthorn, oak and
willow and remove birch, leaving those with
honeysuckle growing on them. We cleared leaves and
twigs from a stream to allow the free flow of water.
Sunday, April 22nd, Gas Ride
Spencer Cleminson & Ruth Moore (17)
A large group turned up - rather than run the London
Marathon! They felled tall trees and took down storm
damaged ones which had only partially fallen and
were leaning on others.
Sunday, April 29th, Birch Wood
Kevin Mason & Tim Charge (15)
Opening up grassland to recreate adder habitat, we
cleared scrub oak, hornbeam, willow, birch and
hawthorn, uncovered several large crab apple trees
which we left, haloed oak and removed a fallen
willow. As a bonus we found a patch of English
bluebells.
Sunday, 6th May, Birch Wood
Spencer Cleminson & Iona Kay (12)
Continuing from last week, we removed more small
trees and removied unsafe branches hanging from
storm-damaged trees. We also reduced the brash
piles from the previous week.

SAVE THE DATE: THE AGM
Please put this in your diaries. This year’s
AGM will be on September 20th at The
View, Rangers Road, Chingford (the same
Sunday, 25th March, Barn Hoppitt/River Ching
Kevin Mason & Ruth Moore (12)
Warmer than last week, thankfully, we continued to
clear the bat flight path and dredge rubbish from the
river allowing it flow without obstruction.

venue as last year).

Sunday, April 1st, Deershelter Plain
Spencer Cleminson & Iona Kay (12)
The site was a quagmire in parts. We thinned tall
trees. Storm damaged trees, partially fallen and with
large branches hung up, were safely taken down.

an important event in our annual calendar

It will start at 7.30 (room will be open from
7pm) Please try and make it if you can, it’s
and your contributions are both needed

EFCV NOTICEBOARD
20/6/18 Three Jolly Wheelers, Ralph to book
19/7/18 The Woodman, Ongar, Brian to book
21/8/18 The Queen Victoria, Brian to book
19/9/18 Royal Oak, King’s Head Hill, Kevin to book

LOCAL EVENTS
Work Days at Gernon Bushes, Coopersale. Some
Tuesdays; info: Brian McGhie (01992 573514).
Work Days at Roding Valley Meadows. Meet
Tuesdays & Wednesdays 10am at Grange Farm, IG7
6DP (please note new venue). Info: 020 8500 3094.
Work Days with Epping Forest Countrycare.
Thursdays; call Countrycare on 01992 788203 for
details.
Epping Forest Visitor Centre Events or information
on Epping Forest events please call The View on 020
7332 1911.
Friends of Epping Forest Events. The Friends of
Epping Forest run a variety of walks in the area. For
further information please call Tricia Moxey (01277
364522) or www.friendsofeppingforest.org.uk
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EFCV TASK INFORMATION
e meet at 9.30am at The Warren, the City of

London's Forest headquarters. This can be
accessed from the Epping New Road between the
Warren Wood pub and the Robin Hood roundabout.
The gate is manned from approximately 9.15am. We
aim to leave for the site promptly at 9.45am. If you
intend to go straight to the site, it is essential you
inform the task leader in advance, so we can bring
enough tools and equipment for everyone. Let the
task leader know if you will need a lift to the site.
Wear old clothes and sturdy boots (preferably
reinforced), and bring refreshments. Hard hats,
gloves and waders will be provided. On Sundays, we
usually return to The Warren at about 3.30pm; midweek tasks tend to finish a little earlier. Help with
putting away the tools is always appreciated – please
don’t always leave this to the same people. Please
advise task leaders of any medical conditions,
including allergies, of which they should be aware.

EPIPENS
f anyone uses an ‘EpiPen’ please can you let the
task leader know and bring a spare with you.

I
T

TETANUS INOCULATIONS
he soil in the forest can harbour tetanus and it is
therefore in everyone’s interests to ensure that
their anti-tetanus inoculation is up to date.

IMPORTANT REMINDER ABOUT TETANUS...
Tetanus is a serious soil-borne bacterial disease
that can enter the body through the slightest
injury and is recognised as a life-threatening
illness. The bacteria is particularly associated with
land contaminated by horses and cattle.
Fortunately, for many years, an effective
preventative vaccination has been available and,
hopefully, all those working in the countryside will
have entered a course of injections designed to
create and maintain immunity. Many people may
now be at the stage of requiring a scheduled 10year booster from their GP but may be told they
are already adequately protected and be denied it.
Reasons for this are not clear, but it may be linked
to the NHS Childhood Immunisation Programme
which started to include tetanus for babies born in
the 1990s and requires a course of five injections
during the first 14 years of life. Current NHS advice
is that everyone should check with their GP to
ensure they are fully vaccinated in accordance
with the schedule. Consider whether you are
young enough to have entered into the
programme and seek confirmation of your receipt
of five appropriately spaced injections.
EDITOR’S ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
hank you to Spencer Cleminson for all his help,
guidance and contributions. Also to Luke Turner,
Tricia Moxey and Peter Smith for words and pics,
Ralph Boswell and Brian McGhie for help behind the
scenes, Mark Dewell for putting this online and
checking it through and to everyone else who helps.
Please keep sending me pictures and articles.
Comments welcome.
EFCV COMMITTEE MEMBERS
hairman – Brian McGhie; Treasurer – Kevin
Mason; Secretary – Ruth Moore. Other
members: Ralph Boswell, Spencer Cleminson, Peter
Smith, Mark Solomons, Peter Vaughan.
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TASK LIST FOR SUMMER 2018
Sunday, 3rd June - Warren Hill
Leaders: John Fisher & Spencer Cleminson
We will be felling sycamore and Norway maple to increase light levels for broad leaved helleborines.
Parking: The Warren, Epping New Road. GR: TQ409957

Sunday, 5th August - Jack’s Hill Bog/Oak Hill Bog
Leaders: Brian McGhie, & Neil Redgwell
Small and fallen tree removal, further bracken pulling.
Parking: Jack’s Hill CP (1st on right) GR:TQ435997

Tuesday, 14th August - Rats Lane Bog
Leaders: Spencer Cleminson & Brian McGhie
Sunday, 10th June - Honey Lane/Pynest Green Lane
Removing small sycamore, cherry laurel and rhododenLeaders: Kevin Mason & John Fisher
dron. Parking: Considerate parking in roads around
Pulling Himalayan Balsam including a patch at Pynest
Green where we may be able to park at Comical Corner. High Beach Church GR TQ408979
Parking:Honey Lane CP, Woodridden Hill. GR: TQ431996 Sunday, 19th and 26th August - Lord’s Bushes
Leaders: Kevin Mason & John Skerry
Tuesday, 19th June - Gas Ride
Consecutive tasks removing saplings and scrub as part
Leaders: Spencer Cleminson & Ralph Boswell
of the HLS wood pasture restoration plan.
Continuing the work of recoppicing an area of sparse
Parking: Forest Edge (kerbside) GR: TQ416935
scrub as part of Project Nightingale.
Parking: The Warren, Epping New Road. GR: TQ409957

Sunday, 2nd September - Fir & Pond Wood
Leaders: Mark Smith, Spencer Cleminson, Ralph Boswell
Sunday, 24th June - Upper Wake Valley Bog
Our annual visit to this Herts & Middlesex Wildlife Trust
Leaders: Brian McGhie & Mark Solomons
Requested by Ken Adams, we will be removing bramble Reserve, removing rushes from ponds to increase the
area of open water plus removing holly and willow.
that has invaded the bog and Carex pendula. Also, we
will dam the stream with logs to maintain water levels. Parking: In small layby opposite Oshwal Centre,
Parking: Wake Valley CP, Epping New Rd.GR: TQ423988 Cooper’s Lane, Potter’s Bar. GR: TL277011
Tuesday, 11th September - Bury Wood, Jubilee Ride
Sunday, 1st July - Oak Hill Bog
Leaders: Kevin Mason & Tim Charge
Leaders: John Fisher & Neil Redgwell
Consecutive tasks to remove holly from around hornWe will be involved in bracken pulling and small tree
beam pollards.
removal as requested by Ken Adams.
Parking: Jack’s Hill CP (1st CP on right). GR: TQ435997 Sunday, 16th September - as above
Leaders: Ralph Boswell & Spencer Cleminson
Tuesday 10th July - Kate’s Cellar
Parking for both: Bury Road CP. GR: TQ394954
Leaders: Brian McGhie & Tim Charge
This involves bracken pulling to increase light levels for Sunday, 23rd September - Walthamstow Forest
Leaders: John Fisher & Spencer Cleminson
a small patch of heather.
Consecutive tasks to thin and remove saplings and
Parking: Mount Pleasant CP, Epping New Road. GR:
scrub as part of the HLS wood pasture restoration plan.
TQ417981
Sunday, 30th September - as above
Sunday, 15th July - Dulsmead Hollow Bog
Leaders: John Fisher & John Skerry
Leaders: Iona Kay & John Fisher
Parking for both: Next to Keeper’s Cottage, Mill Plain,
Bracken pulling and some small tree removal as reoff Woodford High Road. GR: TQ395908
quested by Ken Adams.
============================================
Parking: Broadstrood CP, Golding’s Hill. GR TQ428987
Contact Details: Task Leaders & Committee Members:
Ralph Boswell 020 8527 7371
Sunday, 22nd July - Two Tree Island
Tim Charge 020 8801 6923
Leaders: Spencer Cleminson & Peter Lyons
Spencer Cleminson 07748 530467
Our annual visit to the EWT reserve on the Essex coast John Fisher 020 8249 1816
to prevent salt marsh erosion. Old clothes essential as it Kevin Mason 020 8529 9273
is extremely muddy. Hats & sun cream essential too.
Brian McGhie 01992 573514
Parking: Two Tree Island, Leigh-on-sea. Over the bridge Ruth Moore 07852 668633
and past the golf driving range. GR: TQ825855
Neil Redgwell 07873 219207
Mark Solomons 07710 907234
Sunday, 29th July - Thames Valley Bog
Peter Smith 0208 989 9890
Leaders: Spencer Cleminson & Iona Kay
Requested by Ken Adams, with bracken pulling and re- Peter Vaughan 0208 590 0879
moving trees along the stream to increase light levels. *Work featured in a majority of tasks forms part of the City
of London’s Higher Level Stewardship wood pasture restoraParking: Jack’s Hill CP (left side). GR: TQ436996
tion plan.

